Field experiment
Set of Field experiments with AR-apps:
1. Truss connection scenario:
1.a) iPhone/iPad (TrussApp, collaborative learning)
1.b) Microsoft Hololens (WEKIT, guided learning)
2. Learning about safety signs
2.a) iPhone (ExploreApp in Quiz mode)
Date: 2nd – 5th April 2019
Place: ProLight & Sound Frankfurt
Participants: Visitors @ specialized fair
Resources for booth preparation:
- Booth with “Black-Box” 4.5m x 6m (equipped with trusses, 2 tables, electric power supply
with busbar), table with 2-4 chairs, TV/screen, advertising sign-plate [Tommy], Rollup [Peter]
- 10 safety signs (as implemented in app) [Tommy]
- 1 training/evaluation course for safety signs, setup outside “Black-Box”;
- 1 training/evaluation course for truss connection (collaborative), setup inside “Black-Box”;
- 1 training/evaluation course for truss connection (Hololens), setup inside “Black-Box”;
- 4 iPhones 7/8/X / iPad >Gen. 2 [Tommy]
- 2-5 Microsoft Hololens [Josh]
- Instructions (for research assistants) and introduction (for participants) [Peter]
- Checklists (participants, results) [Peter, Tommy]
- Questionnaires for participants [Peter, Tommy]
Staff / personnel resources
- In minimum 3 research assistants at the booth outside the Black Box
- In minimum 3 research assistants inside the Black Box (1 iPhone App, 2 Hololens)
- see booth agenda!
Field research:
1. Truss connection: collaborative learning
Storyline: your rigging crew needs help for setting up the stage. They are looking for
outstanding performers in quick-and-safe-rigging. Follow the trainings and test your skills
with the new apps!
Activities:
- Participants should prepare a truss following the instructions;
- Participants should correctly identify damaged parts;
- Participants should follow the advices of the assessor;
- Participants should fulfill the tasks on their own;
- Participants needs to complete a questionnaire afterwards;
Performance measures:
- No. of wrong and correct fulfilled tasks
- Completion time for corner 3 and 4
- Overall time in the whole training scenario (corner 1-4)
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2. Truss connection: guided learning
Storyline: your rigging crew needs help for setting up the stage. They are looking for
outstanding performers in quick-and-safe-rigging. Follow the trainings and test your skills
with the new apps!
Activities:
- Participants should prepare a truss following the instructions;
- Participants should correctly identify damaged parts;
- Participants should follow the instructions (ghost mode);
- Participants should fulfill the tasks on their own;
- Participants needs to complete a questionnaire afterwards;
Performance measures:
- No. of wrong and correct fulfilled tasks
- Completion time for corner 3 and 4
- Overall time in the whole training scenario (corner 1-4)
3. Learning about safety signs:
Storyline: your crew needs help for explaining the safety signs. Prepare yourself and test
your knowledge with the new apps!
Activities:
- Participants should identify safety signs;
- Participants should correctly identify damaged parts;
- Participants should follow the advices of the assessor;
- Participants should fulfill the tasks on their own;
- Participants needs to complete a questionnaire afterwards;
Performance measures:
- No. of wrong and correct identified safety signs
- Completion time for each safety sign
- Overall time in the whole training scenario (10 safety signs)

Qualitative Interview / Questionnaire: [Peter]
- Expert discussion: usability and use cases for event industry
- Participants in all groups: SUS
- Questions regarding perceived usefulnes, perceived learning, user satisfaction;
Participants receive no additional compensation for their participation!
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Instructions for research assistants for Explore App:
1. Prepare the App on smartphone / iPad for each new user.
username: PLS0001 | e-mail: PLS0001@itu.dk (number consecutively!)
2. Max. 1-3 participants at the same time
3. Welcome participant(s) and thank for participation.
4. Check who is present, note in the participants-list and prepare questionnaire!
Go to the area with the safety signs and give instructions for participants:
ü You know, working in the Event Technology is really dangerous, thus and to
protect others of any injury and danger, there are some important safety signs
and all people working in such environments need to be aware of the name and
meaning of these safety signs. Also, your crew needs help for explaining the safety
signs. Prepare yourself and test your knowledge with the new app!
Give your best and work as precise and as fast as you can!
ü If you have any questions, ask me/your research assistant, I/he/she will help you.
ü There are 10 signs which needs to be identified correctly. Use the app in Quiz
Mode on the iPhone/iPad and focus one single safety sign with the smartphone
camera. Then a question mark will appear. Tick on it and the app provides you
with a collection of possible answers. Tick again at the line with the correct
answer. Then proceed with the next sign.
ü In the background the app takes the time you need to complete the mission and
records your valid answers and your miss.
ü Afterwards, we ask you to fill in a questionnaire. Finally, we will thank you for
participating in this experiment. Some major rules:
ü During the experiment participants are not allowed to communicate / chat
ü After the experiment participants shall not talk to others about the experiment
5. Each participant receives smartphone / iPad with running ExploreApp in Quiz-Mode
6. Start and let participants roam at the area with the safety signs.
7. Once a participant completes the task:
ü write up the current timestamp (dd/hh:mm:ss) in the participants-list
ü take back the smartphone
ü finally hand over the questionnaire and
ü collect the questionnaire
8. Reset/prepare the smartphone (new user submission), check battery status and
supply with power bar / connection, prepare everything for the next participants.
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Instructions for research assistants for Truss connection app (collaborative):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Prepare the App on smartphone and iPad for each new user.
Max. 1 participant at the same time
Welcome participant and thank for participation.
Check who is present, note in the participants-list and prepare questionnaire!
Go into the Black Box to the training area and give instructions for participant:
ü You know, working in the Event Technology is challenging and daily you are faced
with new, surprising situations. Today, your rigging crew needs help for setting up
the stage. They are looking for outstanding performers in quick-and-safe-rigging.
Now, it’s on you to demonstrate that you are outstanding! Follow the trainings
and evaluate your skills with the new apps!
ü If you have any questions, ask me/your research assistant, I/he/she will help you.
ü The task is, to collect the connectors on all (4!) corners of a truss correctly and
according the steps demonstrated in the training app. Therefore, use the app on
the iPhone/iPad and focus the marked corner with the smartphone camera. Then
follow the instructions step by step and together with your assessor, who will
check if you fulfilled everything correctly (or let you repeat the training session).
ü In the background the app takes the time you need to complete the mission and
records your valid actions and your misses.
ü Afterwards, we ask you to fill in a questionnaire. Finally, we will thank you for
participating in this experiment. Some major rules:
ü During the experiment participants are not allowed to communicate / chat
ü After the experiment participants shall not talk to others about the experiment

5. Each participant receives smartphone / iPad with running TrussApp
6. Start and support participant as assessor during the training run.
7. Once a participant completes the task:
ü Write up the current timestamp (dd/hh:mm:ss) in the participants-list
ü Take back the smartphone
ü Finally guide participant out of the box
ü Takeover by research assistant outside who hands over the questionnaire and
ü Collect the questionnaire
8. Restart app/prepare the smartphone (new user submission), check battery status
and supply with power bar / connection; prepare everything for the next participants
(disassemble truss, take parts back to the table).
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Instructions for research assistants for TrussApp using Microsoft Hololens:
1. Research assistants outside the Black Box:
1.1 Max. number of participants limited by number of available devices!
1.2 Welcome participant(s) and thank for participation.
1.3 Check who is present, note in the participants-list and prepare questionnaire!
1.4 Provide participant with Hololens running the “How-to-use-training for Hololens”.
1.5 Research assistants inside the Black Box: Prepare MS Hololens for each new user.
2. After the “how-to-session” take back Hololens, guide the participant into the Black
Box and hand over the participant to the research assistants in the Black Box
3. Max. 1 participant at the same time in Black Box!
Give instructions for participants:
ü You know, working in the Event Technology is challenging and daily you are faced
with new, surprising situations. Today, your rigging crew needs help for setting up
the stage. They are looking for outstanding performers in quick-and-safe-rigging.
Now, it’s on you to demonstrate that you are outstanding! Follow the trainings
and evaluate your skills with the new apps!
ü If you have any questions, ask me/your research assistant, I/he/she will help you.
ü The task is, to collect the connectors on all (4!) corners of a truss correctly and
according the steps demonstrated in the training app. Therefore, use the app on
the iPhone/iPad and focus the marked corner with the smartphone camera. Then
follow the instructions step by step and together with your assessor, who will
check if you fulfilled everything correctly (or let you repeat the training session).
ü In the background the app takes the time you need to complete the mission and
records your valid actions and your misses.
ü Afterwards, we ask you to fill in a questionnaire. Finally, we will thank you for
participating in this experiment. Some major rules:
ü During the experiment participants are not allowed to communicate / chat
ü After the experiment participants shall not talk to others about the experiment
4. Each participant receives Hololens with running WEKIT-TrussApp
5. Start and support participant as assistant during the training run.
6. Once a participant completes the task:
ü Write up the current timestamp (dd/hh:mm:ss) in the participants-list
ü Take back the Hololens
ü Finally guide participant out of the box
ü Takeover by research assistant outside who hands over the questionnaire and
ü Collect the questionnaire
7. Restart app/prepare the Hololens (new user submission), check battery status and
supply with power bar / connection; prepare everything for the next participants
(disassemble truss, take parts back to the table).
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